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Abstract—A recent fashion to reduce the device cost of
datacenter networks is to leverage multi-tenancy, with which
multiple virtual networks of different customers (tenants) are
consolidated over a single physical infrastructure. The use of
multi-tenancy, however, poses significant operational cost due to
the complicated device configuration and the rise in risks of
misconfigurations in such shared environment; Hence deploying
a tenant requires network engineers to pay careful attention to
validating the correctness of corresponding device configuration
commands before actual deployment. In this work, we present
a methodology that statically validates network device config-
urations before deployment by predicting a posteriori network
states after execution of those commands. We mainly make
use of graph-based techniques to achieve both (a) extensibility
to deal with various types of network devices in datacenters
(provided from abstracting configurations as graphs), as well
as (b) interpretability of the validation results (provided from
visualization – a key benefit from graphs). The evaluation with a
dataset synthesized from a set of actual configuration files results
in 68% reduction of the time to validate them on average.

Keywords—network management, datacenter network, multi-
tenancy, virtual network, network device configuration, configu-
ration validation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of multi-tenancy is one of the recent fashion in
datacenter networking as a cost-effective method, with which a
set of computing environments for multiple customers, called
tenants, are provided by means of consolidation in a single
shared physical infrastructure [1], [2]. Tens or even hundreds of
tenants can be consolidated over a single infrastructure thanks
to the recent advancement in processing performance and yet
they are logically-independent each other due to various net-
work virtualization technologies such as Virtual LAN (VLAN),
virtual interface (VIF), and virtual router (VR). Diverse forms
of tenant networks are created with the combination of these
virtualization technologies, according to diverse requirements
for enterprises (e.g., multi-tier system).

In spite of its cost-effectiveness, the deployment of tenants
is still mostly based on manual configuration, which is notori-
ously time-consuming and prone to human errors. According
to our observation [3], the basic workflow of deploying a tenant
is as follows: (1) designing the network topology and function-
ality for a customer, (2) creating corresponding configuration
settings written as command lines for devices, (3) validating
the correctness of those setting commands to eliminate human
errors, and (4) inputting those commands into network devices.
Consolidating multiple virtual networks in a single physical
infrastructure leads to complicated configuration, resulting in
making those processes quite harder.

Validating device configuration commands has become
particularly important, stemming from the fact that misconfig-
urations for a certain tenant in such shared environment will
possibly affect or disrupt the status of the other tenants, which
does not occur in conventional (i.e., single-tenant) networks.
For instance, incorrect parameters such as wrong VLAN IDs
may result in unwanted connection between different tenants,
causing security violations, and/or unwanted disconnection
inside a tenant network, leading to the incapability of com-
munication among servers of the tenant. Network engineers
hence have to spend much time and effort on validating
configuration commands to eliminate human errors before
actually deploying the tenant, i.e., before actually executing
the crafted configuration commands for network devices.

In this work, we aim to develop a methodology to acceler-
ate the process of before-deployment validation of network
device configuration in multi-tenant datacenter networking.
Specifically, this methodology statically examines a set of
new configuration commands that are crafted by engineers to
deploy a tenant (to be validated); It also analyzes a set of
current configuration files obtained from current (i.e., before-
deployment) status of network devices. By predicting the
a posteriori network state after executing those commands
(inferred from those two types of inputs), it automatically iden-
tifies the correctness of the new commands to help engineers
detect incorrect ones.

We consider that such configuration validation should be
both extensible as well as interpretable towards practical use
for actual network operators. Here, the extensibility means the
applicability of validation process to various types of network-
ing devices including firewalls, load balancers, VPN appli-
ances, and so on, in addition to conventional switches/routers.
On the other hand, the interpretability represents the easiness
of understanding validation results (e.g., which commands are
incorrect and why), which is important to efficiently confirm
the results and modify incorrect commands.

Regarding the validation of network configurations, there
have been prior works developed in other contexts such as
campus or ISP networks; However, a crucial difficulty in
achieving both the extensibility and interpretability should
be derived from the trade-off between the two as faced by
those works. A few works have abstracted the validation
issues with their original algebraic systems [4], [5] designed
for extensibility to various contexts, at the sacrifice of inter-
pretability caused by their significantly high-level abstraction.
In contrast, other works have defined a number of detailed rules
that configurations of specific devices must follow (e.g., BGP
policy settings [6], [7]); Such concrete rules can specifically
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a conventional physical network of
datacenter deploying a virtual network for a tenant.

point out the sources of errors (hence users can understand
which command is wrong), but this approach has to focus
only on certain specific cases, leading to less extensibility.
Furthermore, as more crucial issues for those prior works of
both the two approaches, those works mostly deal with con-
figuration files of a certain snapshot of device state – not new
configuration commands that have be validated before being
input into devices, even though those works have mentioned
the possibility of this. Hence, simple modification of prior
works cannot be directly applied to our problem domain.

Instead, our basic approach is to leverage graphs, composed
of vertices and edges, with which we detect violation of
several general rules that any multi-tenant datacenter net-
working context has to follow. Configuration commands (e.g.,
creation/removal of VRs) are abstracted as graph operations
(e.g., addition/deletion of vertices/edges), and those operations
are validated based on those rules translated as a graph context.
Also, validation results are visualized as graph pictures, with
which network engineers can intuitively interpret the incorrect
commands. This abstraction hence will hold the extensibility
as well as the interpretability. We design and implement a
validation methodology based on this approach, and evaluate
it with datasets synthesized from configuration files actually
used in a production datacenter. The main contribution of the
present work is the original methodology of statically validat-
ing network device commands before actual deployment.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. We
first present the basics of multi-tenant datacenter and difficulty
in validating network device configuration to deploy a tenant
(Sec. II). We discuss the primary approach to overcome this
difficulty (Sec. III), and design a methodology to achieve this
(Sec. IV), the effectiveness of which is evaluated with a dataset
based on actual configuration files used in a business datacenter
(Sec. V). We provide a discussion (Sec. VI), the current state
of related works (Sec. VII), and a conclusion (Sec. VIII).

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we describe the form of physical infras-
tructure and virtual networks for tenants (Sec. II-A), how
to configure network devices to deploy a tenant network
(Sec. II-B), and the problem of difficulty in validating network
configurations before deployment (Sec. II-C). The first two
sections have already been mentioned in our previous work [3],
but we briefly revisit them to make this paper self-contained.

TABLE I. TYPE OF DEVICES (SHOWN IN FIGURE 1).

Type Description

Access switch
(AccSw)

connects multiple servers basically with L2 func-
tionalities

Aggregation switch
(AggrSw)

aggregates access switches and connect middle-
boxes, providing L3 connectivity

Middle-box (Mid-
Box)

provides network services such as firewall filter-
ing, load balancing, NAT, VPN termination, or
SSL acceleration

Core switch
(CoreSw)

merges traffic from aggregation switches (if nec-
essary) and connect to external networks (e.g.,
enterprise networks, or the Internet)

TABLE II. TYPE OF VIRTUALIZATION TECHNOLOGIES (SHOWN IN

FIGURE 1).

Type Description

Virtual
Router
(VR)

VR is logical instance for routing functionality inside a
device. The Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF) is a
common realization.

Virtual
Interface
(VIF)

VIF is logical instance representing network interface.
Well-known realizations are VLAN interface and sub-
interface.

Virtual
LAN
(VLAN)

VLAN is a conventional technology for L2 separation,
which virtually separates a physical link into logically
independent links (mainly IEEE 802.1Q)

A. Multi-tenancy datacenter network

Figure 1 represents a typical datacenter network. This
figure shows that basic datacenters are composed of several
types of network devices, which are detailed in Table I 1.

A single physical infrastructure consolidates separated vir-
tual networks for multiple customers, which we define as
tenant networks. Figure 1 also illustrates a tenant network
deployed over the above-mentioned physical devices. Table II
shows various types of virtualization technologies, which
provide logical separation among tenants. Such virtualization
technologies generate components of virtual network (i.e.,
routers, interfaces, or links – we name them virtual resources),
and hence a tenant network can be interpreted as a collection
of virtual resources.

B. Tenant configuration

Configuration settings in the networking literature are gen-
erally stored as configuration files, each of which is a list
of commands of networking functions. Figure 2 represents
two examples of configuration files used to construct a tenant
network. Here, Figure 2(a) and (b) correspond to a list of
configuration commands for a firewall as MidBox role and a
switch as AggrSw role, respectively. Those configuration files
are related to the tenant network depicted in Figure 1 2.

These configuration files can be broken down in terms of
virtual resources as follows.

∙ Allocating VR instances and specifying static routes
(lines 1-4, 11-13): The virtual routers named vrA and
v1 are allocated in the firewall and switch, respec-
tively.

1Datacenters are usually redundantly constructed to achieve high availabil-
ity, although we omit this from the figure for readability.

2These configuration files are partially modified for brevity and not exactly
same as those of existing products.
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Fig. 2. Configuration commands of a firewall MidBox (left) and an AggrSw
(right) for the tenant network depicted in Figure 1.

∙ Creating VIF instances and attaching them to a VR
instance (lines 5-10, 18-25): For instance, the firewall
creates two VIFs named eth0/1.10 and eth0/2.20, and
connect these interfaces with the virtual router vrA
via the definition of zones, each of which is a logical
grouping of interfaces. Similarly, the switch creates
VIFs 10 and 20, then connects them to the VR tagged
as v1. These lines include the assignment of IP address
on the interfaces.

∙ Defining VLAN instances and relating them to VIFs
(lines 7, 9, 14-17, 18, 22): Some lines can be inter-
preted as creating VLAN instances from the viewpoint
of virtual resources, although they are not explicitly
declared. For example, lines 7 and 9 can be interpreted
as creating VLANs 10 and 20 and attaching them to
the physical interfaces eth0/1.10 and eth0/2.20.

Network engineers have to deal with such many parameters.
Similar forms of configuration commands are detailed by a
few commercial guides [1], [2]. Our empirical observation on
actual datacenters is that network devices consists of thousands
(or even tens of thousands) of lines of configuration commands
to consolidate a number of tenants.

C. Problem in validating configurations

Network engineers create such configuration files to deploy
a tenant, but validating the correctness of those configuration
files is especially crucial because any single error among
various types of parameters (Sec.II-B) can possibly cause
degradation or ultimately failure of services. The use of multi-
tenancy in datacenters has made such configuration validation
more difficult. In addition to the need for domain-specific
knowledge about manipulating various types of network de-
vices, consolidation of multiple tenant over a single physical
infrastructure leads to the significant complexity in device con-
figurations; Readers should imagine configuration commands
listed in Figure 2, the amount of which is further multiplied by
the number of tenants (e.g., tens or even a hundred) but still
they are written in low-level device-specific languages without
any tenant context.

We consider that configuration validation should be both
extensible and interpretable towards practical use, as we men-
tioned in Sec. I, but there is a crucial trade-off between the

two as faced by the recent state-of-the-arts. Highly-abstracted
mathematical systems are capable of dealing with diverse
networking contexts, resulting in the lack of interpretability
(which is crucial for practitioners, who are generally unfamiliar
with abstract algebra), whereas defining a number of detailed
rules of specific protocols/devices leads to the difficulty in
handling diverse types of devices used in datacenters.

III. APPROACH: GRAPH-BASED CONFIGURATION
VALIDATION WITH PRINCIPLE-BASED RULES

To handle the problem of difficulty in configuration val-
idation, we select to use graphs, composed of vertices and
edges, different from past works. Configuration commands are
abstracted as graph operations (Sec. III-B), which are capable
of handling various devices as well as capable of visualization
to provide interpretability. As validation rules, we set several
requirements that must generally be complied in multi-tenant
datacenter contexts (Sec. III-C).

A. Input data

As the inputs for validation, we select to use new con-
figuration commands crafted by engineers (which have to
be validated before executed) and current configuration files
obtained from current state of network devices (i.e., before
deployment), which are used for sources of validation. The
primary motivation of this choice is three-fold: (a) These files
are generally managed by network engineers and hence can
be used as an input for examination; (b) The pre-defined
syntax of command lines allows to automatically analyze
them, different from analyzing other sources such as operator’s
free-form documents; (c) Configuration files of current state
store correct running status of networks and thus can be
correct information used for validation. We aim to validate
configuration commands as much as possible within these
information sources.

B. Graph-based validation

To balance the trade-off between extensibility and inter-
pretability, we aim to establish a validation methodology based
on graph (composed of vertices and edges). Graph is a kind
of abstracted object capable of representing referential rela-
tionships and more importantly capable of visualization – an
essential way to provide interpretability. Since tenant networks
can be regarded as virtual resources and connections between
pairs of them as described in Sec. II-B, a vertex represents
an instance of virtual resource (i.e., VR, VIF, VLAN) and a
single edge stands for a referential relationship between virtual
resources (as detailed in Sec. IV-A); This graph hence models
the network-wide dependency of device configuration settings.
In addition, since configuration commands can be regarded as
creating virtual resources and connecting a pair of them, we
abstract configuration commands as graph-based operations
such as addition/deletion of vertices/edges (as detailed in
Sec. IV-B).

C. Principle-based validation rules

Another concern is to define the correctness of network
configuration. For the generality of configuration validation,
we define a series of common rules based on networking
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TABLE III. RULES OF CONFIGURATION VIOLATION.

# Name of violation Description Type

v1 double definition/deletion try to newly define already-existing virtual resources, or try to delete inexisting virtual resources per-operation
v2 reference to inexisting node try to connect a virtual resource that has not been defined per-operation
v3 inter-tenant misconnection networks of different tenants are connected, resulting in security violation per-operation
v4 intra-tenant separation the network of a single tenant is composed of disjoint sub-topologies network-wide
v5 intra-tenant ID duplication some network IDs (e.g., IP address) are not unique inside a single tenant network-wide
v6 intra-tenant reachability draw a reachability matrix from an interface to another inside a single tenant network-wide

Fig. 3. Examples of principle violation in multi-tenant network context.

principles that any multi-tenant datacenter network must not
violate. Table III lists the violation rules and Figure 3 illustrates
a few examples of them. We translate these rules into graph-
based ones in Sec. IV-D.

The first two rules v1 and v2 are related to the correctness
of configuration commands to create/delete a virtual resource.
The rule v3 is the most important in the multi-tenant context
to assure the separation among tenants. We run validation for
these 3 rules in a per-graph-operation manner (as noted in
Sec. IV-D). The rule v4 and v5 are related to fundamentals
of communication to provide reachability. According to the
rule v6, since the correctness of reachability inside a tenant
is up to the engineers’ intent, we determine to only visualize
reachability information (e.g., which pair can communicate and
where the communication fails if cannot) so that engineers can
identify whether the configuration commands correctly reflect
the intent. We examine these 3 validations after executing all
the commands as they represent network-wide semantics.

Also, there are protocol-specific validation rules such as
BGP routing policy settings in the ISP field. These specific
rules have been discussed [6], [7] and such protocol-specific
settings are less significant regarding tenant deployment inside
datacenters, and thus this paper rather focuses on the above-
mentioned common rules as a new primitives of configuration
validation for the recently-emerged context (i.e., multi-tenant
datacenter network). We envision that those specific validation
rules are plugged into the validation procedure in the future.

IV. METHODOLOGY

This section presents the methodology we construct to ease
the configuration validation procedure. Overall structure of
the methodology is displayed in Figure 4. According to a
virtual network model (Sec. IV-A), configuration commands
are abstracted as graph operations (Sec IV-B). After exam-
ining the existing per-tenant networks identified from exiting
configuration files to recover tenant context (Sec. IV-C), new
configuration commands are validated in an abstracted graph-
based manner (Sec. IV-D). We customize the basic idea of
virtual network model (Sec. IV-A) and per-tenant network
identification (Sec. IV-C) presented in our previous work [3]

(proposed for mining existing network configuration files to
find typical patterns – a substantially different purpose); We
briefly revisit them in this paper for self-containedness as well.

A. Models of tenant networks

We formally define a tenant topology as an attributed
graph 𝐺 = (𝑉,𝐸,Σ), where 𝑉 = (𝑣1, . . . , 𝑣𝑁 ) is a set of
vertices, 𝐸 = (𝑒1, . . . , 𝑒𝑀 ) is a set of edges (also noted
as 𝑒𝑖 = (𝑣𝑗 , 𝑣𝑘)), and Σ : 𝑉 → 𝐿 is a labeling function
that maps a vertex to a label. A vertex in the network can
be uniquely differentiated with the label 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿, which is
characterized by 3 attributes 𝑙 = (𝑡, 𝑝, 𝑑), where 𝑡 is the
type of virtual resource (e.g., VLAN, VR), and 𝑝 is the
parameter of virtual resource (e.g., 10, vrA), 𝑑 is the ID
of device. For example, a virtual router vr3 in core switch
CS1 is abstracted as a vertex 𝑣𝑖 with the corresponding label
𝐿(𝑣𝑖) = (𝑡𝑖, 𝑝𝑖, 𝑑𝑖) = (𝑉 𝑅, 𝑣𝑟3, 𝐶𝑆1).

We note that the device id (𝑑) of VLAN vertex should
exceptionally be constant across all the devices (e.g., 𝑑 =
𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙), because we regard a VLAN vertex as an aggregated L2
network connecting multiple virtual interfaces across devices.
For instance, VIFs of FW and AggrSw displayed in Figure 2
𝑣1 = (𝑉 𝐼𝐹, 𝐹𝑊, 𝑒𝑡ℎ0/2.20) and 𝑣2 = (𝑉 𝐼𝐹,𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑆𝑤, 20)
are connected via the corresponding VLAN instance 𝑣3 =
(𝑉 𝐿𝐴𝑁,𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙, 20) (i.e., 𝑣1 − 𝑣3 − 𝑣2). This abstraction of an
L2 network as a vertex hides the need for inputting physical
topology to obtain current state of topology, which can be
conducted when networks are correctly configured; This would
be true in the in-service datacenter, where existing deployed
tenants are actually and correctly providing services.

B. Abstracting configuration commands as graph operations

Configuration commands for network devices can be basi-
cally abstracted as graph operations such as addition/deletion
of vertices/edges (Figure 4(a)). Table IV shows several exam-
ples of the mapping from a configuration command to a set of
graph operations. Here, graph operation is organized with (a)
function represented as 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐 𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒(⋅) listed below and (b)
argument vertex represented as the vertex form 𝑣 = (𝑡, 𝑝, 𝑑).

We classify the functions as follows.

∙ add node(𝑣) : add the vertex 𝑣 to the entire network.

∙ add edge(𝑣1, 𝑣2) : add the edge 𝑒 = (𝑣1, 𝑣2) to the
entire network.

∙ add node if inexist(𝑣) : add the vertex 𝑣 to the entire
network if the vertex is not previously defined (do
nothing if already defined).
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Fig. 4. Overview of the validation procedure.

TABLE IV. ABSTRACTING CONFIGURATION COMMANDS AS GRAPH OPERATIONS.

# Configuration commands Graph operation

c1 vlan vlanId
. . .

!

add node if inexist(𝑣) , 𝑣 = (VLAN, vlanId, null)

c2 ip vrf vrfId
. . .

!

add node if inexist(𝑣) , 𝑣 = (VR, vrfId, dev)

c3 interface vlan vifId
. . .
ip vrf forwarding vrfId
. . .

!

delete edge if exist(𝑣1, 𝑣2) , 𝑣1 = (VIF, vifId, dev), 𝑣2 = (VR, any, dev)
add node if inexist(𝑣) , 𝑣 = (VIF, vifId, dev)
add edge if inexist(𝑣1, 𝑣2) , 𝑣1 = (VLAN, vifId, null), 𝑣2 = (VIF, vifId, dev)

c4 set vrouter “vrId” add node if inexist(𝑣) , 𝑣 = (VR, vrId, dev)
c5 set zone “zoneId” vrouter “vrId” add node(𝑣) , 𝑣 = (ZONE, zoneId, dev)

add edge(𝑣1, 𝑣2) , 𝑣1 = (VR, vrId, dev), 𝑣2 = (ZONE, zoneId, dev)
c6 set interface vifId tag vlanId zone “zoneId” add node(𝑣) , 𝑛 = (VIF, vifId, dev)

add node if inexist(𝑣) , 𝑣 = (VLAN, vlanId, null)
add edge(𝑣1, 𝑣2) , 𝑣1 = (VIF, vifId, dev), 𝑣2 = (VLAN, vlanId, null)
add edge(𝑣1, 𝑣2) , 𝑣1 = (VIF, vifId, dev), 𝑣2 = (ZONE, zoneId, dev)

∙ add edge if inexist(𝑣1, 𝑣2) : add the edge 𝑒 =
(𝑣1, 𝑣2) to the entire network if the edge is not
previously defined (do nothing if already defined).

∙ delete edge if exist(𝑣1, 𝑣2) : delete the edge 𝑒 =
(𝑣1, 𝑣2) from the entire network if any.

Those functions reflect the variety of configuration manners
for different types of (often vendor-specific) network devices.
For example, the command c6 “set interface . . .” for a certain
type of device only represents the allocation of a VIF instance
so that the secondary execution of the same command will be
rejected by the device; This behavior is characterized by the
add node(𝑣) operation. On the other hand, the command c2 “ip
vrf vrfId . . .” for another type of device means to create a VR
instance as well as to change configuration mode to detailed
VR setting, and thus secondary declaration of this command
does not care the existence of the VR instance, leading to
the add node if inexist(𝑣) operation. Also, the command c3
“interface vlan vifId . . .” overwrites the existing reference
between VIF and VR if any, resulting in the requirement of
the delete edge if exist(𝑣1, 𝑣2) operation.

The argument vertex 𝑣 = (𝑡, 𝑝, 𝑑) is composed of the 3
attributes (Sec. IV-A), which are identified as follows. The

type of virtual resource 𝑡 is identified based on the command
syntaxes, the parameter of virtual resource 𝑝 is extracted from
specific areas in commands, and the ID of device 𝑑 corresponds
to the name of configured device. We set additional property
based on the configuration commands if necessary. For exam-
ple, if we find an “ip address x.x.x.x y.y.y.y” command for a
VIF instance (e.g., line 20 in Figure 2), then the IP address and
netmask parameters are set on the VIF vertex. Also, for another
example, if we find an “ip route vrf vrfId x.x.x.x y.y.y.y z.z.z.z”
command for a VR instance (e.g., line 12 in Figure 2), then
this routing entry is set in the VR instance. These parameters
are used to identify the duplicated IP addresses and to compute
IP reachability (Sec. IV-D).

Similarly, such graph operation could represent deletion
commands such as “no interface vlan id” to delete a VIF
instance, or “unset vrouter vrId” to remove a VR instance.
Although deletion is also an important update, the abstraction
is not displayed in this paper due to the lack of space.

C. Identifying existing tenant networks

Before executing the validation procedure, we need to iden-
tify per-tenant networks existing in the physical infrastructure,
which is required to examine inter- or intra-tenant validation
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TABLE V. PER-OPERATION VALIDATION RULES TRANSLATED AS GRAPH OPERATION CONTEXT.

# Operation Validation rules

r1 add node(𝑣) if vertex 𝑣 already exists in the current state (𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑒), then error (v1: double definition)
r2 add edge(𝑣1, 𝑣2) if edge 𝑒 = (𝑣1, 𝑣2) already exists (𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝑒), then error (v1: double definition)

if vertex 𝑣1 or 𝑛2 does not exist (𝑣 /∈ 𝑉𝑒), then error (v2: referential error)
if 𝑣1 or 𝑣2 belong to different tenants (𝑇 (𝑣1) ∕= 𝑇(𝑣2)), then error (v3: inter-tenant isolation)

r3 add node if inexist(𝑣) n/a
r4 add edge if inexist(𝑣1, 𝑣2) if vertex 𝑣1 or 𝑣2 does not exist (𝑣 /∈ 𝑉𝑒), then error (v2: referential error)

if 𝑛1 or 𝑛2 belong to different tenants (𝑇 (𝑣1) ∕= 𝑇 (𝑣2)), then error (v3: inter-tenant isolation)

context. Per-tenant networks are not obvious as there is no
semantics of tenants in the low-level device configuration com-
mands. In addition, there is no direct mapping between tenant
networks and configuration files, because a tenant network is
composed of virtual resources of several devices whereas a
device allocates virtual resources for multiple tenants.

We obtain per-tenant networks as follows: (1) Executing the
graph operations (addition of vertices/edges) extracted from
current configuration files to reproduce the entire network
(Figure 4(b1)), which we note as 𝐺𝑒 = (𝑉𝑒, 𝐸𝑒,Σ); (2)
Using a conventional graph traversal method over the entire
network 𝐺𝑒 to capture connected components, each of which
corresponds to a tenant network (Figure 4(c)). This second
step is plausible because any pair of tenant networks must
not be inter-connected due to the principle of multi-tenant
networking. Details can be found in Ref. [3].

We obtain a set of graphs representing existing per-tenant
networks (𝐺1, 𝐺2, . . . , 𝐺𝑁 ), where 𝑁 is the number of exist-
ing tenants (𝐺𝑖 = (𝑉𝑖, 𝐸𝑖,Σ)). All the vertices inside a tenant
network 𝐺𝑖 is colored by the ID of that tenant, i.e., for all
𝑇 (𝑣) = 𝑖 for ∀𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑖 of 𝐺𝑖 with a function 𝑇 : 𝑉 → 𝑁 .

D. Validating tenant-level configurations

1) Per-operation validation: We first validate the new
configuration commands in the per-operation manner (Fig-
ure 4(b2)). Here, we define per-operation validation as the one
which should be examined at the moment when a command
is executed (not at the moment of final state after executing
all the commands). The primary motivation for per-operation
validation is to ensure the correctness of configurations for any
snapshot during updates (not only final state). For example,
let us consider an update including several addition/deletion
of virtual resources inside a single tenant. Such update would
cause errors such as inter-tenant misconnection, if these oper-
ations were executed in a certain wrong order even though the
resulting final snapshot suggests the correct status.

Table V lists the validation rules (defined in Sec. IV-B)
for each graph operation. The execution of a single opera-
tion corresponds to a set of validation rules. For example,
add edge(𝑣1, 𝑣2) is related to a few validation rules including
double definition (v1), reference to inexisting node (v2), inter-
tenant misconnection (v3), each of which can be formally
defined with graph-based conditional expression as shown in
the table. After passing these validation rules, we execute the
command to update the network to the next state.

2) Network-wide validation: Network-wide validation can
be performed as follows (Figure 4(d)).

The intra-tenant separation (v4) means that the per-tenant
topology consists of multiple disconnected components, which

is an unusual case to provide services. The detection of this
violation is achieved by checking whether 𝐺𝑖 = (𝑉𝑖, 𝐸𝑖,Σ) is
a single connected component or not. For example, one can
select an arbitrary vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑖 and then use a conventional
graph traversal method to obtain the connected component
including 𝑣; If this connected component is nonequivalent to
𝐺𝑖 then this graph is regarded as violating the intra-tenant
separation rule.

The duplication of ID (v5) can be easily detected. We
select a VLAN node, which connects to a set of VIF instances
belonging to the corresponding IP segment. If there is an
identical IP address assigned for different VIFs, then this graph
is considered as violating the ID duplication rule.

The reachability matrix (v6) can be drawn as follows.
We select a pair of source/destination VIFs, and compute the
reachability of a packet having source/destination IP addresses
of the VIFs by simulating routing procedure inside the tenant
network. We check whether the packet starting at the source
VIF can reach the destination VIF. Examination of the reacha-
bility of any pair of two VIFs result in the reachability matrix,
which is eventually visualized as a table format.

V. EVALUATION

A. Dataset

We create evaluation datasets synthesized from configura-
tion files of an actual datacenter. This datacenter provides a
multi-tenancy hosting service for business uses, leading to a
number of deployed tenants. The virtual networks for tenants
are variously composed of diverse sets of virtual resources,
resulting in more than 10,000 lines of configuration commands
in total.

A set of current configuration files, which is an input
of the method, is reproduced from the original configuration
files of switches and firewall. We reproduce several datasets
of different numbers of deployed tenants to evaluate the
scalability of the method against the number of tenants as
follows. We identify the 𝑁 per-tenant networks (i.e., 𝑁 graphs
𝐺1, . . . , 𝐺𝑁 ) inside the network configurations following the
method described in Sec IV-C, and regenerate several sets
of configuration files containing only 𝑀 tenants (𝑀 < 𝑁 )
randomly selected from all the identified ones (M out of those
N graphs are re-converted into the corresponding synthesized
configuration commands).

For the set of new configuration commands, which is the
other input of the method, we select a typical pattern of tenant
construction found in Ref. [3], consisting of configuration
commands of creating a number of VLANs, VIFS, and VRs
for both switches and firewalls, leading to over 50 lines.
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Fig. 5. Performance evaluation.

TABLE VI. TIME TO VALIDATE CONFIGURATION FILES FOR THREE

TESTEES.

testee A testee B testee C

w/o tool 7.17 min. 13.17 min. 13.92 min.
w/ tool 4.33 min. 3.88 min. 1.88 min.

B. Computational practicability

Figure 5 displays the processing time of the validation
methodology, measured with a 2.1GHz CPU. This figure
shows the average and standard deviation with the 100 trials
of running a prototype implementation for each 𝑀 . A trail
is conducted with existing configuration files of randomly-
selected 𝑀 tenants from the original data.

This figure shows that the methodology is lightweight so
that it can be repetitively used with a personal computer for
an engineer. The main reason for the light computational cost
is that most of validation rules can be examined within per
graph operation (i.e., rules v1–v3) or per-single tenant network
(i.e., rules v4–v6), avoiding the need for dealing with the
entire network including all the 𝑀 tenants (forming a vast
search space); Indeed, we found that most of the computational
time were derived from the identification of exiting per-tenant
networks (Sec. IV-C).

C. Operational practicability

Workload mitigation. We measured the workload of
configuration validation performed by 3 testees, who have
knowledge about configuration syntax and construction of
tenant virtual network. We randomly injected parameter errors
into the above-mentioned new configuration commands 3; The
number of errors was between 0 and 3 as we consider that
actual network engineers will not simultaneously yield a high
number of errors, and was not informed to the testees (which
reflects actual cases). The testees had to detect all the errors
and to make sure that there was no remaining errors. Before
the measurement, we preliminarily reviewed the meanings of
commands and structure of tenants, and ran a trial of the
validation procedure to acquire how to use the validation tool,
which took about 1 hour for each testee. The results for the

3Specifically, for the configuration files of switches and firewalls, (a) we
identify parameters such as VLAN ID, VIF ID, Zone ID, VRF/VR ID, IP
addresses of VIFs, and IP addresses and network addresses of routing entries
by parsing those configuration files, (b) the error injector we implemented
selects pre-defined number of parameters out of the identified ones in the
configuration files and intentionally replaces the value of the selected param-
eters with other values while preserving their possible ranges (e.g,. VLAN ID
should be between 1 and 4095), which would represent errors of parameter
assignment.

Fig. 6. Screenshot of a prototype implementation.

actual validation tasks are displayed in Table VI; The testees
took 11.42±3.02 minutes without the tool, whereas they took
3.63 ± 1.10 minutes with the tool on the basis of average
and standard deviation (approximately 68% reduction). The
testees found that the visualization of configuration commands
(shown later) allowed them to easily and promptly identify the
existence of errors and to detect the corresponding command.

Interpretability. Figure 6 exhibits a screenshot of a pro-
totype implementation of standalone graphical program with
the input of incorrect configuration commands; This program
demonstrates several capabilities for providing interpretation.
For instance, in case of inter-tenant misconnection, corre-
sponding nodes are highlighted to help to detect which virtual
resources of which devices are actually about to cause this
violation, as shown in Figure 6(a). Also, this figure shows
that virtual resources for a new tenant are separated into
two groups, meaning the incorrect separation inside a tenant
network. This program also displays a few other independent
windows showing raw configuration commands examined for
validation. In these windows, wrong commands are colored, as
shown in Figure 6(c), and the mouse-clicks over those wrong
command lines highlight the corresponding virtual resources in
the graph figure. This tool also displays reachability between
every pair of VIFs as shown in Figure 6(d); This window can
further exhibit at which VR the communication between a pair
fails if not reachable (any why), which helped the testees to
pinpoint parameter errors in routing setting.

Extensibility. We additionally investigated the configura-
tion commands of a load balancer and a VPN device, each of
which is provided by a company different from the ones for the
switch and firewall used throughout this paper. We found that
both the two additional types of devices have the capability
of VLAN, VIF, and VR, and that corresponding configuration
commands can be interpreted as creation/connection of those
virtual resources. Hence, to extend the proposed methodology
to adopt those new devices, we only have to relate config-
uration commands to graph operations. On the other hand,
writing a number of device-specific validation rules for those
devices without such abstraction would lead to the difficulty
in writing and maintaining correct rules.
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VI. DISCUSSION

In order to achieve practical extensibility, we designed
this methodology as extensible in a pluggable manner ac-
cepting per-device modules. A module includes functionali-
ties of parsing a configuration file, identifying (or parsing)
specific commands representing addition/deletion of virtual
resources, and abstracting these commands as graph oper-
ations. This abstraction requires the module developer to
inspect the behavior of devices regarding the input of those
commands. For instance regarding the behavior, a command
of adding a connection between resources might be rejected
if one of the resources is already connected to yet another
one (resulting in the add edge if inexist(𝑣1, 𝑣2) operation),
whereas another command might be accepted while over-
writing the existing connection (resulting in the additional
use of the delete edge if exist(𝑣1, 𝑣2) operation). Still, as a
lesson learned in this work, we faced some cases that the
investigation of device behavior was not necessarily obvious
(e.g., a command overwrites some existing settings but rejects
to overwrite other existing ones). Also, it is generally cum-
bersome to parse such configuration commands in a general
way as claimed in Ref. [8], although device commands are
intuitive and well-designed. We envision that device vendors
would provide API-like specification including their devices’
behaviors against the instructions of setting changes (both for
ordinal and exceptional cases), which we believe should be a
key characteristics of future network management paradigm.

VII. RELATED WORK

Statistics-based approach. A few works have proposed
methods of detecting configuration anomalies based on prob-
abilistic approaches such as Bayesian statistics [9] and associ-
ation mining [10], defining anomalies as statistical outliers.
Although such statistical approaches can possibly uncover
unknown anomalies in essence, their undeterministic nature
cannot necessarily assure that the examined configurations
satisfy specific explicit conditions. As a result, operators still
have to inspect their configuration for the completeness of
validation. Instead, we focus on deterministic approaches as
a complementary and prior one for configuration validation,
envisioning to develop a relevant framework leveraging the
advantages of both the two approaches.

Configuration validation of specific protocols or devices.
A basic approach to deterministically validate configurations
is to enumerate detailed rules that those configurations must
follow [11], [6], [7], [12], [13]. These works define a number
of rules for VPN and for BGP routing in wide-area networks,
with which operators can effectively interpret which rules
are violated by which commands. Other works deal with
detailed aspects of specific devices such as firewalls [14],
[15], [16]. Complementary to those works, we rather focus on
extensibility of validation, which is one of the key features for
practical use, because datacenters consist of various devices.
We envision to integrate those specific rules with this work
in the future work (e.g., by using validation-oriented language
such as Refs. [12], [16]).

General abstraction for validation. A few works have
established original algebraic frameworks designed for general
applicability to various networking contexts. Ref. [4] reduces a

validation problem to a Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT),
examining the entries of Forwarding Information Base (FIB).
Ref. [5] defines yet another original Boolean algebraic system
to represent networking primitives. Also, Ref [17] develops a
model-checking framework based on Binary Decision Diagram
(BDD) and Computation Tree Logic (CTL) to test network
properties. The primary shortcoming from these high-level
abstraction, however, is the lack of interpretability, whereas
our approach is designed to preserve interpretability by using
visualizable graphs as effective as possible.

Pre-deployment validation. Overall, those past works
mentioned thus far mostly deal with configuration files ob-
tained with a certain snapshot of device state – not with
including new configuration commands that have to be val-
idated before being input into devices. Indeed, a few of those
works have mentioned the possibility of such pre-deployment
validation, but unfortunately there were not detailed statement
about how to realize this such as how to model network updates
considering the actual vendor-specific behaviors of network
devices regarding the execution of configuration commands;
Indeed, abstracting the execution of actual device commands
is not a simple or easy problem as described in this paper.

Validation of emerging technology. Refs. [18], [19],
[20] have constructed effective frameworks for validating the
recently emerging networking primitives, i.e., OpenFlow. Dif-
ferent from these works, which are essential for the future
environments, we rather focus on today’s existing ones.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, we presented a methodology to statically
validate network device configurations to deploy a tenant
without actually deploying it. The basic approach was to
predict a posteriori network states (i.e., states after execution of
each configuration command), which are applied to validation
rules. We mainly made use of a graph-based approach to
provide both extensibility to deal with various types of network
devices consisting of datacenters (provided from abstraction of
configurations as graphs), as well as interpretability to easily
understand the validation results (provided from visualization
– a key benefit of using graphs). The evaluation with a dataset
synthesized from a set of actual configuration files resulted
in 68% reduction of the time to validate them on average. A
future work should be to further evaluate the effectiveness of
our approach by comparing it with others.
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